THE CURRENT STATE OF LTAD—A YOUTH-FOCUSED MODEL

Long-term athletic development (LTAD) has gained acceptance as a theoretical model of positive youth development. It has been successful based on a variety of factors, such as the number of countries implementing an LTAD model, the perfect fit with physical literacy, the development of fundamental motor skills and muscle strength, and how it can be a structured alternative to early sport specialization (2,5). Most LTAD models are largely based on the work of Istvan Balyi and Canadian Sport for Life, whose model has been most replicated and adopted internationally. Balyi’s model for LTAD is based on developmental stages with a “playground to the podium” focus, meaning that from the earliest stages of development (0 – 6 years old), youngsters are groomed for elite performance with an alternate pathway of being physically active for a lifetime (5).

The American Development Model (ADM), formulated by United States of America Hockey and adopted by all United States Olympic Committee National Governing Bodies, also helps develop pathways for excellence in sport through increased general sports development of youngsters through age 12 as well as helping adolescents systematically self-select into a sport of focus (9). The National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) Position Statement on Long-Term Athletic Development focuses on the health and well-being of children and adolescents, largely through sports participation and developing muscle strength and fundamental motor skills across childhood and adolescence (5).

While being physically active from childhood through adulthood is often an overarching goal of LTAD models, the primary focus is youth and their developmental stages. Every model emphasizes the concept that without proper development of fitness and skills, long-term chances of athletic success and lifelong participation are reduced.

Defining “long-term” as creating opportunities for play, fitness, and sport across the lifespan (not only short-term success), allows for the Olympic podium pathway, or for the general youth population, to ensure that the perspective is on an all-ages inclusive approach to LTAD. What has been severely lacking in current models is an emphasis on keeping active for a lifetime, using play, fitness, and sports as the interwoven components to accomplish this goal. For LTAD to be an inclusive model that develops physical literacy for all children, adolescents, and adults, the LTAD model needs to reflect this thought process. Sports, as structured play, is but one of three key types of play (non-structured and semi-structured being the other two) for positive youth development, and all three types of play need to be interwoven for youth and adults. Coaches have a huge influence on athletes, not only in sport, but in aiming toward the high-performance end of the wellness continuum. Therefore, coaches should strive to develop all components of the Wellness Wheel (physical, social, environmental, financial, spiritual, emotional, and intellectual) for all people across the lifespan (3). This article elucidates what an inclusive cradle-to-grave approach should portray.

THE NEED TO EMPHASIZE LTAD AS A “CRADLE-TO-GRAVE” CONCEPT

While the subtleties of the various models of LTAD are in the timing of the stages, or the recommendations for performance within each stage, the real potential of LTAD is as a cradle-to-grave concept. Since motor skill competence, motor skill self-efficacy, and fun are the three leading predictors of being physically active across the lifespan, an explicit model that helps all coaches understand the effects of LTAD across all populations is imperative (6).

The overall goal is for every man, woman, and child to be physically active across the lifespan—from infancy, across childhood and adolescence, through adulthood, and into old age. Since muscle strength is inexorably linked with motor skill development, coaches at all levels need to recognize that missing out on opportunities to develop motor skills and muscle strength will have negative consequences in later athletic and/or fitness pursuits. For example, Seefeldt’s “Proficiency Barrier” postulates that if children do not develop competent motor skills by age 10, they will be at a distinct disadvantage to achieve high-level performance (8). Since motor skill competence and self-efficacy are associated with adult participation in sports and physical activity, coaches of youth must ensure proper training and development of motor skills and muscle strength, and coaches of adults must be able to progress adults through the motor skill sequences to encourage them to achieve motor skill self-efficacy. When developing strength and conditioning programs for youth, practitioners must also be aware not only of chronological age (age in years), biological age (rate of maturation), and training age (prior experience with specific tasks related to the activity), but also cognitive age (ability to complete mental tasks of varying levels) (7). Ignoring any of these age-related factors can be detrimental to developmentally-appropriate strength and conditioning programs for youth and adults alike.

THE ROLE OF LTAD IN PHYSICAL LITERACY

Physical literacy has been described as both a concept and an application (4). As a concept, physical literacy has been defined as the confidence and competence to be physically active across the lifespan by engaging in a variety of activities on various surfaces under differing conditions (10). In academic terms, physical literacy has been likened to literacy in other school subjects, such as health literacy and math literacy. As a concept, this definition tells only part of the story. Physical literacy includes physical work literacy, physical activity literacy, and physical cultural literacy, which are all concepts that extend well into adulthood. The application of physical literacy across the lifespan needs to be the focus of coaching. Working with athletes of all levels, abilities, and
ages on developing and mastering fundamental movement skills, proper training sport skills, and understanding the importance of muscle strength and power for lifetime fitness is paramount to the overall goal of a healthy and fit population.

One important highlight of LTAD as a cradle-to-grave concept is that the opportunities to play and participate in organized sports and activities build skills that can be used throughout the life course. Any gap, overuse, or negative experience can diminish the skill development and enjoyment of the sport or physical activity. For example, most parents would never consider dropping off young children at the library to learn to read without primary knowledge of letters, words, sentences, etc., yet they often sign their children up for sports when the youngsters do not yet have the requisite skills to play. Adults cannot assume that youth will automatically develop skills without qualified instruction, much the same way that they will not necessarily learn to read by visiting the library.

Youth practitioners need to provide child-centered pedagogical instruction to help guide youth at their specific developmental level, as growth and development are not linear and are not the same for all children. For example, a group of eight-year-olds are biologically up to two years on either side of eight years old, so coaches are quite possibly working with a group of 6 – 10-year-olds. Adult practitioners need to provide a more adult learning-centered (andragogical) approach to play, fitness, and sports by engaging adults in the decision-making process of how to prepare to participate in sports, fitness, and physical activity and in which sports, fitness, and physical activities to take part.

THE NEEDED PARADIGM SHIFT—YOUTH IS A GREAT BEGINNING

In order to fully integrate LTAD into the concept and application of physical literacy, a cradle-to-grave model is needed. Within this model, integration of physical literacy and LTAD concepts are applied for all ages. Since coaches and youth practitioners support the notion of physical activity for all ages, the term “grave” is replaced with lifetime. Highlights of the new applied model are:

- The emphasis shifts from sports participation to sports, fitness, and play participation
- A seamless transition from youth to adult participation is recommended
- Coaches of all levels, ages, and abilities work together to provide developmentally-appropriate opportunities for participation, integration of sports, fitness, play for the population, and progressions and regressions based on abilities rather than chronological age

As youth move along the sports continuum, the opportunities to participate decline. The “athlete in each of us” should be emphasized across the lifespan. Adults are often pigeon-holed into “lifetime” fitness activities instead of the sport, game, or activity of their choosing. This is in part due to the fact that most adults did not develop movement competency at younger ages to have the ability to select their favorite pursuit. This integrated LTAD model provides those opportunities.

REFOCUS THE MODEL

Most current LTAD models do not include a framework for LTAD as a fully-integrated cradle-to-grave concept. This is why some parents will aggressively promote one sport over another and try to protect their turf. The Life Time Athletic Development model is a fully-integrated model that is organized into the following categories:

- **Motor Skill Introduction (0 – 6 and parental – lifetime):** emphasis is placed on exploration, play, and family physical activity.

- **Motor Skill Competence through Three Types of Play (6 – lifetime):** exploration and integration of physical literacy while using Tom Farrey’s definition of an athlete as “anyone with a body,” (1). This athlete is developed to the best of his or her ability within his or her given level of endowment by integrating the three sub-stages:
  - **Play Stage:** further exploration, value, and integration of play.
  - **Fitness Stage:** introduction to, value of, and continuous refinement of fitness and includes standards and guidelines established by organizations such as the Society of Health and Physical Educators (SHAPE) America, American Physical Therapy Association (APTA), National Athletic Training Association (NATA), NSCA, etc.
  - **Sport Stage:** introduction to, value of, and continuous refinement of sport skills/abilities (SHAPE America, APTA, NATA, NSCA, Aspen Institute, Changing the Game Project, etc.).

- **Intrinsic and Societal Play Stage (13 – lifetime):** as skills, value, refinement of play, fitness, and sport evolve, personal decisions as to what type(s) of play, fitness, and sport are most suitable. This stage is constantly evolving based on individual needs, skills, opportunities, interests, and confounding variables (e.g., academics, career, etc.). Seen as the norm for all ages, this stage is essential for play, fitness, and sport into adulthood.
LONG-TERM ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT (LTAD) AS A CRADLE-TO-GRAVE MODEL

THE FUTURE STATE OF LTAD—A POPULATION-BASED MODEL

LTAD has evolved and increased in popularity to address motor skill competence, muscle strength attainment, proper amounts of sports participation based on chronological age, and reduced risk of sports injuries. To fully embrace LTAD, coaches of all levels and athletes of all ages need to work together to fully integrate the acquisition and refinement of play, fitness, and sports participation across the lifespan. They should also work to develop protocols to progress youth and adults through the progressions and regressions necessary to achieve motor skill competence, self-efficacy, proper muscle strength, and other fitness attributes, as well as a structured, fully-integrated lifetime athletic plan for the entire population.
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Eleiko is well known in professional weightlifting and powerlifting communities for the quality and performance of its barbells. Eleiko equipment is chosen when performance and precision matter. We have 60 years of development and manufacturing experience, a wealth of knowledge, and a passion for the sport. We are proud to introduce a new generation of barbells the Eleiko NxG Collection; bars we are confident will take your lifting to the next level.

THE ELEIKO FEELING
Lifters frequently refer to the “Eleiko Feeling” as the thing that sets Eleiko apart. It is a term used to describe how our bars’ flexibility, grip, and sleeve rotation seamlessly combine to give you an unparalleled lifting experience. For our next generation of bars, we looked at each of these traits and worked tirelessly to make them even better. Our next generation raises the bar on “The Eleiko Feeling” transitioning to a unique experience that allows lifters to become one with the bar.

CRAFTING THE NEXT GENERATION OF PERFECTION
Our next generation of bars combine our manufacturing and engineering expertise with feedback from top athletes around the world to create an even better product. Made of ultra-clean Swedish steel, the Eleiko NxG bars feature a re-engineered, dust-proof sleeve for greater longevity; refined knurling, and optimized rotation for superior performance at all loads.

RE-ENGINEERED SLEEVES
The re-engineered sleeve is a crucial part of our new and enhanced bar design. We improved the bearing construction, modified our greasing processes, and incorporated a dust-proof seal making our sleeves more durable. These enhancements positively impact bar performance and your experience as a lifter and bar owner. Our new design minimizes wear on crucial parts, extends the lifetime of the bars, and makes sure that greased components stay well lubricated for years with minimal maintenance.

Sleeve rotation is particularly essential to a great lifting experience. It is an area we have spent considerable time perfecting, in particular how the sleeve performs under load. Great rotation is not demonstrated on an empty sleeve, it is reflected in how well sleeves rotate when a bar is loaded with discs during a lift. Great rotation is the magic that happens when you hit a lift with control, feeling connected to the bar, especially under heavy load. The rotation in our NxG bars offers more control and the rotation is both more smooth and stable, giving you a more complete and precise lifting experience.

REFINED AND OPTIMIZED GRIP
Grip is also a critical factor in a great bar. Eleiko bars are known for their firm but not too sharp grips, which allow you to perform lifts with complete contact and no slippage. Eleiko’s next generation of bars offer more knurling options specifically refined and perfected to meet the varying needs of our growing and diversifying user groups. Eleiko NxG offers this range to enhance the feel and performance for all categories of lifters.

IMPROVED STRENGTH AND FLEXIBILITY
Our unique Eleiko steel is known for its exceptional balance of strength and flexibility specifically optimized for lifting. The next generation of bars improves upon flexibility while pushing the strength and quality of the steel to another level. Our outstanding recipe remains unchanged, but we have improved our hardening process and enhanced our surface treatment to further enhance steel purity and quality. Steel traits are important as the strength and flexibility of a bar work in unison with your rhythm to give optimal flexibility or spring. Our changes add control and give you a more connected feeling to the bar throughout the entire lift and at all loads.

SEE THE FULL COLLECTION OF NxG BARS HERE

ELEIKO NxG: THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
Our goal is to create the best bars on the planet. We are focused on giving you the ultimate lifting experience. We achieve this by continually evaluating technologies and working with our team of experts and engineers to make sure we are improving and optimizing every aspect of our bars. Eleiko’s NxG bars is the culmination of this ongoing effort. We are confident the bars will help you achieve your optimal performance. After all, a bar is just a bar without a lifter. It is your experience, your lifts and performance that counts. With the Eleiko NxG bars we give you our best, so that you can do yours.
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Training hard is good, training smart is better. Polar’s scientifically-developed Smart Coaching features deliver the tools your team needs to achieve success. With Polar V800 and Polar M430, gain a thorough understanding of players’ overall condition and readiness through recovery reports that summarize the results of these Smart Coaching features.

Training Load & Recovery Status
How does cumulative training affect your athletes readiness going into the next game? With cumulative Training Load and recovery calculation, you’ll know exactly how hard each athlete trained and how much recovery time is needed to be ready for the next session.

Training Benefit
Need to know the benefits of team training? On the screen of a Polar wrist unit, the training benefit will appear and immediately explain what type of physiological benefit they gained from the training session.

Individual Training
Combine the data from your Team Pro sessions with the data from each player’s personal wrist unit to get the full picture of each player’s training as well as their daily activity, sleep and recovery status.

For more information on purchasing Polar wrist units, contact:
David DiFabio, MA, CSCS, CSPS, USAW | 516.532.7714 | polar.teamnews@polar.com
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TRX MAPS performs a complete body movement scan in under 30 seconds. Results are delivered on-screen and via email, with targeted exercise plans that address areas of weakness.

TRX MAPS will help you:
- Drive Lead Gen
- Enhance and Up-Sell PT and SGT
- Increase Member Engagement

FACT: On average, commercial fitness facilities have around 8% of their members in Personal Training or Small Group Training.
USE TRX MAPS TO START THE CONVERSATION WITH THE OTHER 92%.
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